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MAXIS has transformed its classic simulation game scene on Android. You look after your character, making sure they are clean and full. Climb to the top of your career or focus on romance; The choice is yours! It's easy to spend hours on this ultimate virtual life sim. The Sims has been around since the turn of the millennium. While The
Sims 2 has left many fans disappointed, The Sims 3 is the redemptive entry in the series. So what's new? First, you'll notice the wishes of the system here. This provides additional tasks to complete as you help realize the dreams of your characters. They are often in the form of mini-games. Some of these games use an accelerometer in
your phone, which is a cute variation in gameplay. This is always remarkable when developers make the most of the platform. MAXIS has done an excellent job of porting this title to a mobile phone, but it lacks some depth you'll find in the PC version. The desktop edition has an open-world environment; The mobile app should do with
downloading screens, which disrupts the flow. The game has a couple of important weaknesses. The controls can sometimes be a little uncomfortable as a consequence of a board game being crammed into a mobile phone, but the graphics remain sharp and interesting. In addition, the music is on a short loop and can become a bit
repetitive; Be prepared to turn off. Where can you run this program? The Sims 3 is available on Windows, macOS, iOS, Android, Bada, Symbian, BlackBerry OS and Windows Phone, as well as on all major consoles. Is there a better alternative? No, a similar game would be SocioTown. It's a free browser-based alternative, although it
doesn't yet have polish The Sims.This game is a bit pricey for mobile gaming, but EA has packed the essence of the desktop version into a smartphone. Should you download it? Yes. If this form of open world modeling is your thing, The Sims is the best option. Cooking games are a fun genre. Very few actually allow you to cook anything.
However, you get elements of arcade, simulation, puzzles and strategies in most titles. The most popular games in this genre revolve around running restaurants, putting meals together, and customer service. They can be quite relaxing and most games are playable for a good long time. Either way, we think we found a pretty good mix of
games for this list. Here are the best cooking games for Android! In addition to the fun, most of these games are also child friendly. Related:15 the best simulation games for Android10 are the best farming simulators for AndroidBurgerPrice: FreeBurger is a simple and free cooking game. The premise is pretty simple. You get a bespoke
burger and then collect the ingredients, make it. The goal is to create orders as quickly as possible. The game is rudimentary, but includes a career mode where you earn money on a daily basis. There are 300 levels, different orders do, and more. The game is completely free without in-app purchases. There are some ads, but they're not
that bad. Burger ShopPrice: Free/$1.99Burger Shop is the more sophisticated version of the burger above. You get different orders and prepare them as quickly as possible. This game includes 160 shared levels, call mode, rest mode, 60 food and eight restaurants. The relaxing mode is actually very nice if you want to just relax and
spend some time while the 80 expert levels of history provide a surprisingly good challenge for the players. It won't blow your mind, but it plays very well anyway. Cafeteria NipponicaPrice: $5.49Cafeteria Nipponica is a culinary sim where you run an entire cafeteria. Players run the entire restaurant, find ingredients, research recipes and
try to make as many customers as possible happy. This is one of Kairosoft, a master of the genre simulation on a mobile phone. The graphics are a bit retro, but it's a great game overall. Kairosoft also makes Ramen Sesey, another great cooking game if you prefer to go down this path. Both games are premium games without in-app
purchases or ads. Cook, serve, delicious! Price: $3.99Cook, Serve, Delicious! It's a simple but fun cooking game. NPCs come to your store and order different things. You do these things and make some money. Players are eager to do this as quickly as possible. You start with a few thousand and some products to choose from. From
there you play, unlock more food, and earn more money. The ultimate goal is to get the cast for the Iron Cook TELEVISION show to show off your true skills. The game is simple, but the unlockable content and secret content make it much deeper than it seems. The only downside is the game hasn't seen an update since 2017 at the time
of writing this article, so it may not work on the newest versions of Android. Check it before the return time expires. Cooking Mom: Let's CookPrice: Free to play Cooking Mom is one of the best cooking games because it actually allows you to do a bit of cooking. For example, you can chop the onion and fry it in a frying pan, swiping your
fingers. In addition, you have to cultivate some of your own ingredients. There are some non-cooking mini-games to play along with things like weekly challenges and various activities. The game is free to play with some in-app purchases, but nothing too awful. Read more: Good Pizza, Great PizzaPrice: Free to play Good Pizza, Great
Pizza is the name a lot of people would like to recommend. It plays like most sims of the restaurant. Customers come and give you and order. You make an order, prepare it, and send it. Players do how they go and also have to manage the morale of the customers as they play. The game features 100 unique customers with different
orders, different things to upgrade and a much less stressful overall approach to mechanics than most games. It's a free game with microtransitions, but doesn't really detract from the game at all. Hunting Cook: Catch and ServePrice: Free playHunt Cook is a mixture of hunting and cooking games. You start by hunting your prey with your
gullible dog and various hunting gear. The players then butcher the animals and prepare them for the money. It's an interesting take on the whole genre. Most games give you a garden or something for fresh vegetables, but none of them will allow you to hunt animals for meat. The game is equally divided between hunting and cooking, so
it's not the deepest game in any genre, but it plays well in combination. Rise of Super ChefPrice: Free to play Drawing Super Chef is a fairly typical cooking game and restaurant sim. It just happens to hit most check boxes for good. The game is also massive. There are over 1000 levels, 200 ingredients, 700 foods, and it's offline playback.
In return, you will have to deal with some questionable translations and the game becomes a holiday grind in later levels. This is one of those that you can passively play for a long time because there is so much to do. It is, however, free to play the game with some of these traps so watch out for this. SpongeBob: Krusty Cook-OffPrice:
Free to playSpongeBob: Krusty Cook-Off is the newest cooking game on the list and one of the few good games with famous characters in it. You grill up various items, including the famous Krabby Patties, for all your guests and try to earn more as you go. There are various decorations and upgrades to choose from and there are even
some settings. This is a fun game, especially for SpongeBob fans. The only downside is the free play stuff, but most people don't seem to mind it. There is a Gordon Ramsay themed cooking game as well, but this one is more friendly to the players. Star ChefPrice: Free to play Star Chef restaurant sim similar to Cafe Nipponica. You get a
big big cafeteria style restaurant and you have to make it a success. You upgrade and improve your restaurant as you go with different recipes, decorations and extensions. This gives you the opportunity to grow some of your own food and even add things like drive-through. It's free to play the game and some players find it too
aggressive. Otherwise, he plays very well. Thanks for reading! Try these over:10 best educational games for kids!10 of the best virtual pet games for Android! If we missed any great cooking games for Android, tell us about them in the comments. You can also click To check out our latest Android app and game lists! While most can pass
with a single SIM phone, there is something to be said for the flexibility that comes with a dual SIM device. Double SIM setting allows you to have two different phone numbers, and also allows you to use one SIM card SIM card data and other for calls/texts. We have put together a list of the best dual SIM Android phones currently
available on the market. Keep in mind that some networks and markets can only offer one SIM version of the phone listed here, so you should ask your local service provider or retailer before splashing out cash. We tried to warn you about it below, but it's always worth looking over before you buy! Best Dual ANDROID SIM TELEFONS:
Editor's Note: We'll update this list as more dual SIM card devices hit the market.1. The Huawei P30 ProThe Huawei P30 Pro is one of the best phones around. Its great design, powerful specs, and leading camera class give it a lot to love. The P30 Pro features four cameras on the back - a basic 40MP one with an aperture f/1.6, an ultra-
wide 20MP lens with an aperture f/2.2, an 8MP 125mm telephoto lens, and a ToF camera. The flagship blazes quickly, has a long battery life, and water and dust are resistant thanks to its IP68 rating. The Huawei P30 Pro uses a hybrid SIM system, which means that one of the slots can either hold a SIM card or a memory card. It uses
Huawei's patented nano-memory technology, so don't go buy a microSD card! And, this is Huawei's last great device with Google Mobile Services, so it will do the job without worrying about the availability of apps. Huawei P30 Pro Specs: Display: 6.47-inch, HDSoC: Kirin 980RAM: 6/8GBStorage: 128/256/512GBCameras: 40, 20, 8MP
and ToFFront Camera: 32MPBattery: 4200mWhyware: Android 9.02. The latest flagship series, the OnePlus 8 ProOnePlus, consists of two phones: the OnePlus 8 and the 8 Pro. Only the Pro model offers a dual SIM right now. Oddly enough, OnePlus has promised that the OnePlus 8 will get OTA support for dual sim capabilities, but this
is not the case at the time of writing. We can't include a more basic 8 model, but the Pro is much stronger anyway: with a larger display with higher resolution, 120 Hz upgrades, an extra camera on the back, a large battery, an IP68 rating, and wireless charging. The 8 Pro also runs the Snapdragon 865 Chipset, up to 12GB of RAM, and
use the fingerprint scanner in the display. If you're hunting for a great phone to handle two SIM devices, a lot of energy, and one of the most highly rated takes on Android won't have to work far. Another thing to know: OnePlus announces onePlus 8T to iterate on the OnePlus 8. But the company said the 8 Pro would not see a 'T-Model
successor'. This means you can buy with confidence even as the 8T emerges. OnePlus 8 Pro Specs: Display: 6.78-inch, HDSoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 8/12GBStorage: 128/256GBCameras: 48, 8, 48, 5MPFront Camera: 16MPBattery: 4510mAhSoftware: Android 103. Samsung Galaxy Note 20 UltraSamsung Галактика Smartphones
have always been some of the most ultra-premium phones on the market, so it should come as no surprise that the latest Galaxy Note 20 Ultra is Of the best phones available full stop. Just note, only Ultra has a dual SIM in a hybrid SIM rather than a vanilla model. READ ALSO: Samsung Galaxy Note 20 vs Galaxy S20: What should you
buy? If money isn't an object, the Galaxy Note 20 Ultra has it all. It has a huge 6.9-inch AMOLED display with a 120Hz upgrade frequency and 12GB of RAM. The cameras on this model are also top of the line, with a triple camera setup led by a wide-angle 108MP sensor. Ultra has the newest Snapdragon 865 Plus processors (or Exynos
990, but you should avoid this model if possible) and of course all the popular accessory S-pen. You'll also get all the standard premium attributes like IP68 rating and wireless charging. Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra Specs: Display: 6.9 inches, W'HD-SoC: SD 865 Plus or Exynos 990RAM: 12GBStorage: 128/256/512GBCameras: 108,
12 and 12MPFront Camera: 10MPBattery: 4500mAhSoft: Android 104 Samsung Galaxy S20 seriesCaution. The Samsung Galaxy S20, S20 Plus and Super-Premium S20 Ultra are dual, but only in global models. Samsung's flagships of 2020 are only one sim card in the U.S. But the line is a true powerhouse and too good to ignore, as
long as you know that caution. READ ALSO: Verified: Is the Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra the best Android phone to emulate? All three Galaxy S20 models offer 120Hz AMOLED displays, Snapdragon 865 (or Exynos 990) processors, 12GB of RAM and microSD card support. The premium S20 Ultra even offers 16GB of RAM, although it's
definitely redundant for everything you want to do on your phone. They are not cheap, but any of the Samsung Galaxy S20 phones are a great choice. The only downside is the global editions have a slightly less powerful Exynos 990. Also, while you're here, Samsung's S10 line of smartphones had all the dual SIM in the same
configuration: global unlocked devices only. Samsung Galaxy S20 Specs: Display: 6.2-inch, Full HD-SoC: SD 865 or Exynos 990RAM: 12GBStorage: 128GBCameras: 12, 64, and 12MPFront Camera: 10MPBattery: 4.00 mAhSoftware: Android 10Samsung Galaxy S20 Plus specs: Display: 6.7-inch, HD Chipset: SD 865 or Exynos
990RAM: 12GBStorage: 128/512GBCameras: 12, 64, and 12MPFront Camera: 10MPBattery: 4500mAhSoftware: Android 10Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra Specs: Display: 6.9-inch, HDSoC: SD 865 or Exynos 990RAM: 12/16GBStorage: 128/512GB and 1TBCameras: 12, 12 and 16MPFront Cameras: 10 and 8MPBattery:
5,000mAhSoftware: Android 105. The LG V60 Slim is the best LG phone you can get now, and yes, it can handle two SIMMs at once. The LG V60 is a great all-rounder, with a Snapdragon 865 chipset, ip68 rating and MIL-STD 810G design for Durability, headphone jack, large battery, and OLED screen with fingerprint sensor in display.
Yes, the LG V60 is a thin dual SIM handle, and still has a headphone jack. Rarely can you find an LG phone that doesn't make a big big Exit from the speakers and 3.5 mm port, and quad DAC and stereo speakers are offered here again. The good news is also that LG doesn't price it too high, so while it can't be called a total steal, LG has
a winner, and takes the fight with Samsung and OnePlus strongly. LG V60 Thin: Display: 6.8-inch, Full HD-SoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 8GBStorage: 128GBCameras: 64 and 13MP and 3D toFront Camera: 10MPBattery: 5000mAhSoftware: Android 106. Oppo Find X2 ProThe Oppo Find X2 Pro is the beast of the phone. It comes with
excellent design and packs a lot of 2020 flagship features, including a Snapdragon 865 processor, an OLED screen 120Hz, 12GB of RAM, and a 4260mAh battery with blazing fast 65W charging. And, double sim double stand-by, even with 5G. Read more: The best Android phones you can getThe Find X2 Pro camera credentials are
impressive too, providing a new 48MP camera that technically surpasses other 48MP sensors, an ultra-wide 48MP camera, and a 13MP 5X zoom lens. Just don't expect 8K video recording like many other 2020 flagships. This Snapdragon 865 phone is resistant to water and dust thanks to the IP68 rating and can handle two SIM cards at
the same time. It's a great device, sporting a 6.7-inch display. It hasn't been officially released in the US, but you can get an international model on Amazon.Oppo Find X2 Pro Specs: Display: 6.7-inch, HDSoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 12GBStorage: 512GBCameras: 48, 48, and 13MP CameraFront: 32MPBattery: 4260mAhware: Android
107. The Asus zenfone 7 and the zenfon 7 ProThe Asus zenfon 7 Pro is a flagship device that manages to reduce the price without cutting corners, and can handle two SIM cards at the same time. The zenfon 7 Pro carries on the successes of one of the best multi-race camera phones in the Asus zenfon 6, thanks to its unique camera
mechanism that flips the rear cameras around to point them to the front. Now it's the 64MP IMX686 main shooter, with an ultra-wide lens as well and a 3x telephoto to cover it. READ ALSO: Best Snapdragon 865 phonesOn flaw, switch to 5G has made the zenfon 7 Pro more expensive, but it's one of the best Snapdragon 865 Plus
phones, along with its slightly cheaper Asus zenfon 7 with its Snapdragon 865. We tend to favor the Pro for its somewhat improved specs, including the 865 Plus chipset. Aside from the flagship silicon, you get 90Hz OLED screens, triple cameras, 5G, and 5000mAh battery, making it a comprehensive device if you need a dual SIM phone.
Asus Senfon 7 Specs:Display: 6.67 inches, Full HD-SoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 6/8GBStorage: 128GBCameras: 64, 12 and 8MPFront Camera: Just like rearBattery: 5000mAhSoftware: Android 10Asus zenfon 7 Pro Specs: Display: 6.67-inch, Full HD-SoC: Snapdragon 865 PlusRAM: 8GBStorage: 256GBras: 64, 12 and 8Front Cameras:
Just like 5,000mAhSoftware: Android 108. Asus ROG Phone 3A is a great choice of choice This is the new Asus ROG Phone 3. Top-in-line specs like the Snapdragon 865 Plus processor, 144 Hz screen speed upgrades, 512GB of memory, and up to 16GB of RAM, this phone has one of the largest batteries on the market for a whopping
6000 mAh, as well as a much better camera than previous ROG phones. It also offers support with dual SIM/double reserve 5G-4G or 4G. Read also: Battery Asus ROG Phone 3 tested: is this the new champion of battery? Like previous iterations, ROG Phone 3 also has a variety of mobile gaming accessories, including the AeroActive 3
Cooling Fan, which is useful for cooling your phone during long gaming sessions. It also adds a headphone jack, which is one of the few things missing on this device. The ROG Phone 3 also offers air triggers that act as shoulder buttons as well as a triple camera setup, which is a solid improvement over last year's model. The biggest
drawback is that accessibility is limited in many parts of the world. Currently, the phone can be purchased in some European countries and India, With the launch of the UK and US coming later in 2020.ROG Phone 3 specs: Display: 6.59-inch, Full HD-SoC: Snapdragon 865 PlusRAM: 12/16GBStorage: 512GBCameras: 64, 13 and 5MP
CameraFront: 24MAmpBattery: 6000mAhyware: Android 109. Poco F2 ProThe Poco F2 Pro is known as the Redmi K30 Pro in some markets. It is a high-end phone, with dual SIM standby mode, and has specifications to fit most of the phones on this list, but at a lower price. It drops the wireless charging and IP rating to save on price and
it has a great package overall. The battery is said to go from zero to 100 percent in 63 minutes. This Snapdragon 865 has a 6.67-inch Full HD display, up to 8GB of RAM and a 4700 mAh battery with 30-watt charging. The company claims that you can get the battery from zero to 100 percent in 63 minutes. The F2 Pro also features a pop-
up selfie camera, four rear cameras and a headphone jack. All these things put together make it one of the best Snapdragon 865 phones you can get. Poco F2 Pro Specs: Display: 6.67-inch, Full HD-SoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 6/8GBStorage: 128/256GBCameras: 64, 13, 5, and 2MPFront Camera: 20MPBattery: 4700mAhSoftware:
Android 1010. Sony's latest flagship Xperia 1 IISony packs the Snapdragon 865 chipset under the hood along with 8GB of RAM. You will find three 12MP cameras on the back as well as a ToF sensor that should help with portrait image mode. The SIM tray holds a dual SIM card, offering a hybrid, double standby mode. Like most other
Xperia phones, the strangely named 1 II has a side fingerprint scanner. He also With a 21:9 display that makes the phone quite lanky. You also get wireless charging, IP68 rating and even a headphone jack. All these things put together make it one of the best Snapdragon 865 phones you can get. The Xperia 1 II is an excellent device
overall, although it is an inflated price. Sony's phone is often on sale though, so that can get a better deal if you're willing to wait a bit. Sony Xperia 1 II Specs: Display: 6.5-inch, 4KSoC: Snapdragon 865RAM: 8GBStorage: 256GBCameras: 12, 12, 12MP and ToFFront Camera: 8MPBattery: 4000mAhSoftware: Android 10These our picks
for the best dual Android SIM options can offer at the moment. We will add more as new dual SIM phones come to market. We get one frequently asked question that is worth considering here as well. Many people are looking for dual SIM phones, but some are looking, in particular, for dual active SIM phones rather than Dual Standby.
Double standby mode is much, much more common, and every phone listed here is that type. The reason Dual Active SIM phones are almost completely extinct is that carriers support new options for phones to carry multiple connections. This step was made to VoLTE by most carriers in most places. This allows two calls simultaneously
over the data, which was essentially a key reason for having older Dual Active variants where it was more necessary to simply install connections. Every device we usually think about is Dual Standy, and perhaps the only specialized devices will be Dual Active. The latter requires more equipment to provide multiple connections, and is a
legacy, so it has been largely discontinued. Terminated.
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